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By Rachel Elior

The Littman Library of Jewish Civilization. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The
Mystical Origins of Hasidism, Rachel Elior, The words 'hasid' and 'hasidism' have become so
familiar to people interested in the Jewish world that little thought is given to understanding exactly
what hasidism is or considering its spiritual and social consequences. What, for example, are the
distinguishing features of hasidism? What innovations does it embody? How did its founders see it?
Why did it arouse opposition? What is the essential nature of hasidic thought? What is its spiritual
essence? What does its literature consist of? What typifies its leadership? What is the secret of its
persistence through the centuries? How have scholars explained its origins? Is hasidism an
expression of mystical ideas, or a response to changing social circumstances? What is its
connection to kabbalah? To Shabateanism? To messianism? What is its relationship to the
traditional structures of authority in the Jewish world? This book aims to answer all these questions
in a lucid and accessible manner. Rachel Elior focuses on the fundamental positions and the factors
of primary importance: the substantial issues that recur in the hasidic texts, including how hasidim
have seen themselves over the centuries,...
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Extremely helpful to all class of individuals. It really is writter in straightforward terms instead of di icult to understand. I am just happy to explain how this
is the finest publication i have got read inside my own lifestyle and might be he very best ebook for possibly.
-- Dr . Meta  Sm ith-- Dr . Meta  Sm ith

Good electronic book and useful one. It usually does not expense a lot of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the
book.
-- Annette B oyle-- Annette B oyle
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